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Hello my name is Peter Hamill I am team leader for land and water environmental science team for Marlborough District Council

• One of my colleagues told me the other day that I must be pretty brave turn up to catchment / farmers group forum group talking about E.Coli.  
• Especially in the  the light of some of the central government proposals that have been put forward recently it could be considered brave but that is 

not how I see it at all.

• As a freshwater scientist all I am doing is collecting, analysing and providing data on water quality across the region.  I have no agenda other than 
finding out what is causing any degradation of water quality.  Where water quality does not meet predetermined levels we thendo our best to 
investigate the causes.

• I want to present information and us come up with solutions together. 

• I have never met farmers that don’t want to make a difference to their waterway, they don’t want to  plolute their  waterway.  Everyone wants nice 
clean waterways.  

• We are here to provide good clear information on the waterways. 

• Staff in councils have 2 different roles.  Some have compliance roles and some like me have science roles.  The water scientist are there to help you.   
We are more like the community constable rather than the compliance team that are more like traffic cops.

• We are here to provide information and help work through solutions. 

• In this talk I am going to through some of the learnings that we have had in Marlborough by carrying out  investigations.  

• I have to first acknowledge Steffi Henkel the Marlborough’s Water Quality Scientist who does most of the work in Marlborough. 



• The first thing that I need to reinforce is that E.Coli is only an indicator bacteria.  It is a bacteria that lives in the intestines of healthy 
people and animals.  It is not necessarily  the bad guy but it is easy to test for and it shows us that there is faecal material in the water 
and  therefore may also have some of the other really bad guys such as Cyrptosporidium, Salmonella, Leptospirosis etc 
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• Whenever we hear about E.Coli in our waterways in the media we almost always get presented with a picture like this.

• A black and white cow standing in the water with its tail up.

• But as I said earlier E.Coli is found in the gut of all warm blooded animals so there are many ways for E Coli to get in the water.
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Like  ducks
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Like dogs
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Like  sheep.  

• A sheep puts out as much E Coli.  as a cow.  But unlike cows doesn’t stand in the water to poo.  
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And like people.

• E. Coli. from peoples is a particular problem in the Taylor River that flows through Blenheim.

• We have signs up all along the Taylor River saying don’t swim here.

• That is because we had an earthquake 3 years ago that broke 23 km of the drainage network under the town.  And fixing all this has been 
a slow process.

• We know we have cross contamination between the sewage and storm water system as shown in this diagram  

• We do know we have problems in urban areas and we are trying to look after them as well. 
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• Don’t get me wrong though cows can also be a very big contributor to high E. Coli levels in waterways.

• Especially if they trapse through creeks several times a day.  

• In Marlborough we did have scenarios like this.
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• And in areas where the stock were crossing  streams if looked downstream of the crossing you would could collect material like this which had few high 
quality macroinvertebrates.  

• Richard talked earlier about the millions of E Coli in one cow pat

• Think of how many duck poos would be required to make one decent sized cow pat.  

• But there were things that we can do about it.

• And I am going to share the experiences in Marlborough and what we did about it.  
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• Take the Rai valley.  We identified with the farmers help the places where the cows were regularly crossing over streams.

• We worked with the landowners put in culverts and ….. 
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Bridges
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• And when we went back and monitored below the culverts or bridges we found material in the streams now looked like this.  

• With just leaves and a big increase in high quality macro-invertebrates.

• Our monitoring  showed that stream crossings were very important and we worked with the landowers to construct them.   
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• Working with the landowners we have put in over 100 stock crossing  eliminating the crossings where cows cross multiple times a day.

• And what we found  that over the time from looking at our 95% 5 year E. coli measurements that implementing stream crossing and fencing off waterways has 
resulted in a steady reduction in E Coli levels. 

• The water quality results have shown that  this good work of the landowners has made a difference.
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• A question was asked how do we know E Coli is an issue, how do we monitor?

• In Marlborough we have 35 sites where we monitor water quality monthly.

• We monitor on a set date whatever the weather.  We monitor in all water flow scenarios.

• We are looking for the worst case scenario for each catchment so we monitor at the bottom of the catchment.

• We monitor for many parameters, of which E Coli is just one.

• We have been doing this since 1996, so we have good datasets.
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• We take all the water quality information and combine it into a water quality index.

• This index allows us to rank each river catchment against each other and work out if it is improving or declining over time.

• We accumulate data over a 3 years interval so we avoid for example the impacts of singular outlier years eg drought. 

• We rank them from top to bottom into excellent, good, fair, marginal and poor water quality bands.  Note the different colours of the bands. 

• We focus our effects on the rivers in the on the lower quality, not acceptable range.

• But note that I have added the  word “potentially”  with not acceptable because some of these causes could be natural.

• We need to look at the cause of the loss of water quality for each catchment. 
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• There is a water quality gap between best water quality and where the river is actually sitting.  This is the water quality gap.

• We then look at the reasons for the water quality gap e.g. is it turbidity (grey) or is it soluble inorganic nitrogen (green)?

• Look at the Awatere, it is its turbidity that is mostly causing its water quality gap.  This is because 30 km up the river it runs through an area of soft mudstone 
and becomes cloudy and this is a natural phenomena.

• Pink bars are E Coli on this graph and E Coli contributes to the water quality gap in allot of the rivers. 

• This system easily shows the causes for drops in overall water quality rank.  
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• We then look at the how the rivers have improved (green hatching) or where they have declined in quality (red hatching).

• A lot of rivers are showing improvement. 

• This identifies where changes have been happening.  Taking the Awatere as another example turbity has been increasing.

• Or take the Rai river overall there has been an improvement in water quality index due to reducing turbity, phosphorus and E Coli  levels but 
countering that slightly has been a small increase in inorganic nitrogen. 

• When we compare the rivers using our water quality index we see that some have gone from marginal to fair but we would like them all to be in the 
good category.
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• Once we have identified a catchment to work in we do a catchment characterization

• To do this we go up through the catchment and take more samples e.g. 36 sampling sites going up catchment, each month for a year

• We use a process of elimination working up the catchment to locate the issues.  Sometimes it is very easy, e.g. in one catchment we had an E Coli issue and we 

tracked it to a landowner that had piped their septic tank directly into the stream.  We solved it and moved on. 

• Some are harder, and that’s where we have to go to subcatchment and develop a catchment care programme that works with the community

• This is something that has just come out in Marlborough plan. 

• We have done a few of these and I am going to go through some of these that relate to E Coli.
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• Here is the Link Water Catchment which lies between Havelock and Queen Charlotte site

• We monitored 24 additional sampling sites in this catchment.

• See the bright red part of catchment (in red box), here we found elevated E Coli levels up into the red zone!  See the scale above. 

• Quality ratings for red is poor, orange is fair, yellow is marginal, green is good, blue is excellent. 

• Note the different landuse on the map. 

• Where the red zone started (in red box)  was a low intensity beef farm.

• When we set up our sampling sites within a catchment we don’t go in with assumptions, we keep an open mind.
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• The E Coli in the red  (red box) we found beef cattle had open access to the waterway and this was responsible for the high E Coli.  It was 
diluting as it went down stream and ground water was also coming up to dilute it. 

• We had  a change to from excellent to marginal E Coli levels going along another tributary (yellow box).   Here we found there was a 
small crossing that was a critical source area.  This could be easily fixed.

• In another area we found a small stream with marginal E Coli (orange box).  Here we found an riparian area with fresh cow pats where 
stock were occasionally getting in.

• Another sampling area that had good E Coli levels (green box).  This was passing through a dairy farm with good riparian strip and had no 
problems with E Coli.   
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• In Linkwater we also found problems with cattle races flowing into the stream and these can also be easily fixed. 
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• Another one was in Doctors Creek.

• We were getting high E Coli readings from time to time.

• Low intensity beef was causing a problem.  There were only 10-15 cattle extensively grazing with a large area to walk around in.

• But they had access to the waterway.

• To make matters worse there was 1 willow tree on edge of the stream that acted as a shade tree.

• That’s were the cattle went to hang out, and they were standing in the creek.

• We gave the information to the landowner and he fenced the willow off and planted more shades trees around the farm.  Giving the landowner knowledge, 
helped his decision making, and ensured that he was targeting the right actions. 
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• The next one was Are Are Creek.

• We often got high E Coli readings in this creek.  

• Most of the instances were low intensity beef grazing or high intensity sheep grazing.

• We took notes when we were sampling.  We noted that high readings were where there were intensively strip grazed sheep next to a waterway.  
Downstream from thee areas we were getting high E Coli levels especially when it rained.

• The sheep grazing were very close to the waterway, in some cases eating the water cress in the creek.

• The sheep didn’t even have to be there at the time to get a high E Coli reading.   Instead a shower of rain, would wash E Coli into the waterway that had been 
deposited at the previous intensive grazing.

• We also found a disposal field from a human septic tank hadn’t been cleared for a while and effluent was oozing and leaking in the creek. 

• Good information can allow you to make good progress in reducing E Coli in our waterways. 

• Thank for listening. 
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